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Abstract.ThemultibunchlongitudinalfeedbacksystemdevelopedforusebyPEP-II,
ALSandDA@~ usesa parallelarrayof digitalsignalprocessorsto calculatethe
feedbacksignalsfrommeasurementsof beammotion.Thesystemis designedwith
general-purposeprogrammableelementswhich allow many feedbackoperating
modesaswellas systemdiagnostics,calibrationsandacceleratormeasurements.The
overallsignalprocessingarchitectureof thesystemis illustrated.Thereal-timeDSP
algorittis andoff-linepostprocessingtoolsarepresented.Theproblemsinmanaging
320Ksamplesofdatacollectedinonebeamtransientmeasurementarediscussedand
our solutionsare presented.Examplesoftwarestructuresarepresentedshowingthe
beamfeedbackprocess,techniquesformodalanalysisofbeammotion(usedtoquan-
tifygrowthanddampingratesof instabilities)anddiagnosticfunctions(suchas tim-
ingadjustmentofbeampick-upandkickercomponents).Theseoperatingtechniques
are illustratedwith exampleresults obtainedfrom the system installedat the
AdvancedLightSource at LBL.

INTRODUCTION

A feedback system for bunch-by-bunch control of longitudinal coupled-
bunch instabilities has been developed and installed at the Advanced Light Source
at LBL. The system design is described in detail in earlier publications (1), (2). As
shown in Fig. 1, signals from four button-type pickups are combined and fed to
stripline comb generator. The generator produces a four cycle burst at the sixth
harmonic of the ring W frequency (2998 MHz). The resultant signal is phase
detected, then digitized at the bunch crossing rate. A correction signal for each
bunch is computed by a digital signal processing module and applied to the beam
through a fast D/A, an output modulator, a power amplifier and a kicker structure.

The correction signal for a given bunch is calculated using the past informa-
tion on the motion of only that bunch. As a result it is possible to use highly para-
llel computational structure to achieve the necessary throughput. Since the system
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1. Block diagram of the longitudinal feedback system

uses digitd signal processors (DSPS) to process the synchrotron oscillation signals,
it is possible to extend the functionality of the feedback system to include many
modes of feedback operation as well as various diagnostics. A large suite of soft-
ware tools has been developed to take advantage of the flexibility of the signal pro-
cessing architecture.

OVERALL SOFTWARE STRUCTURE

The feedback system software consists of three major layers. On the very top
level we have graphical operator interface constructed using the Experimental
Physics and Industrid Control System (EPICS) tools. This layer controls the hard-
ware drivers and support programs of the middle layer, composed of VME and
VXI single-board computers running the VxWorks (Wind River Systems) operat-
ing system. The VME crates are populated with the DSP processing boards while
the VXI crate houses the downsarnpler and the holdbuffer modules. At bottom
level there are red-time programs which are coded in the native assembly language
of the AT&T 1610 DSP chip (3).
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FIGURE 2. Event sequencing for the triggerable record program

DSP ALGORITHM

All the DSP programs written to date can be divided into three classes. They
are feedback, data collection and feedback system support and diagnostics. Feed-
back programs are the most basic of all, providing correction signal computation at
the highest possible rate. The feedback kick is computed using a finite impulse
response (FIR) filter with the following algorithm

N-1

(1)

m=o

The coefficients c are chosen to m~irnize the gain at the synchrotron fre-
quency and to provide the appropriate phase shift through the filter for overall
phase inversion in the feedback loop. The number of taps N is variable from 2 to
12. The FIR filter supports 4 different coefficient sets switchable on the fly. An
infinite impulse response (IIR) filter is currently being developed.

DATA COLLECTION TOOLS

Another class of programs are data collection tools. One of the most versatile
programs currently in use is the triggerable record program. This program allows
capture of the phase oscillations of dl or selected bunches. It utilizes the hardware
resources on the DSP board to provide uninterrupted feedback signal computation
while collecting data. Each DSP is equipped with 8K words of dual-ported RAM
accessible by the DSP and the VME host processor. When recording is triggered,
the dud-port memory is used to store the sampled phase coordinate of the bunches.
Once the recording is finished an interrupt is sent to the VME host processor,
which then reads out the data from the dual-port memory. Figure 2 shows the
sequence of events for the data capture by the record program. Initially, before the



Filter the bunch oscillations using a bandpass filter
centered at the synchrotron frequency. At this point
we are handling 6 samples/synchrotron period.

Upsample the data to remove the sampling time jit-
ter. This step produces data array 22 times as large,
i.e. 6.77 Msamples.

t
Downsample to the original sampling rate of 6
samples/period. That takes us back to 322 Ksam-
ples or 2.46 MB

I 1 / ~t

bunch 328

bunch 327
.................

Do an F~ across the bunches.
bunch 2

no yes

~

Do a least squares fit to the growth part of the

no yes

+
Do a least squares fit to the damping part of the
modal matrix.

I END I

FIGURE 3. Flowchart for the modal analysis code

trigger condition is satisfied, the program runs a normal FIR filter. Recording trig-
ger can be generated by software (from an EPICS button) or hardware (from a
logic level signal). The software trigger is used to take a snapshot of the beam
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FIGURE 4. Record of an injection transient.

motion and may be synchronized to software events. However in some conditions
it is necessary to link the data capture to a hardware event, such as an injection into
the storage ring. Such synchronization is provided by the hardware trigger. The
hardware and software triggers’ can be combined to allow selection of one event
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out of a sequence. After the trigger the filter coefficients switch to an alternate set
to allow the user to choose a different feedback condition, e.g. no feedback or pos-
itive feedback. A variable length hold-off before data recording occurs after the
trigger. This delay is used to optimize the recording window position for the slow
transients. After the hold-off we start recording data in the dual-ported RAM. At
the variable breakpoint the coefficients revert to the original feedback values. After
the full record is written, the DSP program interrupts the host processor and
returns to the initial pre-trigger state.

The data records are stored on the Unix-based server and analyzed off-line
using Matlab scripts. The most common application of the record programs is to
provide grow/damp records. In these experiments the longitudinal oscillations are
allowed to grow for some time and then damped. The data allows to identify the
unstable modes and calculate the growth and damping rates for those modes (4).
The flowchart for the Matlab-based modd analysis code is given in Figure 3. This
code is heavily optimized to allow immediate analysis of the data in the control
room.

Another application of the triggered record program is to capture the injec-
tion transients. To synchronize the recording to the event we use the hardware trig-
ger from logic-level signal derived from the storage ring injection pulse. Figure 4
shows part of a time-domain record of motion due to the injection of charge into
bucket 311. We observe no motion in the preceding bucket (310) and a quarter-
arnplitude motion in the following bucket (312). That observed motion is due to
the excitation by the wakefields of bucket 311, coupling due to the finite detector
bandwidth, and possible spill during the injection. The initial amplitude of motion
is more than 90 degrees at the detection frequency of 2998 MHz and the detected
signal “wraps around’ during the first millisecond of the transient. Since we detect
a product of current and phase, magnitude of motion is less than full scale due to
low current in the bunch. The motion is then damped by the action of the feedback
system and the natural radiation damping. The decay of recorded bunch 311 amplit-
ude also contains effects due to decoherence of the injected and stored charge
motion.

1..shifter

BPM delay line delay line

FIGURE 5. Setup for the back-end timing measurement.
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DMGNOSTIC TOOLS

In addition to feedback filters and data recorders the software suite includes
various diagnostics for setting up and calibrating the feedback system.

One of the most commonly used programs is the drive program. It allows the
system to drive all or selected bunches with an arbitrary excitation sequence. The
sequence data is loaded in the dual-ported RAM and the DSP program cycles
through it. The sequences are only limited by the amount of the dual-ported mem-
ory available. A generator for a sine-wave sequence is available through the EPICS
panel and is controlled by the amplitude and frequency desired. At the same time
an interface for loading custom excitation sequences is provided where the
sequence data is loaded from an ASCII file.

The drive program has m~y uses for feedback system setup and diagnostics.
For example, driving a sinusoidd excitation at different amplitudes allows a check
of the linearity of the back-end modulator and power amplifier for the operational
configuration.

Another use of the drive program is to check kicker timing. For proper feed-
back system operation it is necessary to time align the 2 ns kick and the proper
bunch. We use the drive program to excite a single bunch at the synchrotron fre-
quency. The timing program sweeps the back-end delay line and measures the
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FIGURE 6. Back-end timing sweep.
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beam response at the synchrotron frequency using GP~-controlled spectrum ana-
lyzer connected to the ~ monitor signal. This setup is illustrated in Figure 5. To
make sure the longitudinal motion we measure is due to the kicker excitation, only
one bucket in the ring is populated. Figure 6 shows the detected power at the syn-
chrotron frequency versus delay line setting. Since the longitudinal kicker (5) is a
bandpass device with a 1125 MHz center frequency, its time response has -400 ps
periodicity. The overall envelope of the response shows the convolution of the
kicker fill time, kicker bandwidth and amplifier rise timehandwidth. A back-end
timing program automatically takes the data and determines the best delay line set-
ting (highest kicker gain at 8750 ps).

Another commonly used diagnostic is the front-end calibration program. To
obtain a calibration factor to convert from the beam motion in ~ converter
counts to beam motion in degrees of phase at the RF frequency, the DSP program
first measures the DC level at the ~ by averaging a large number of samples.
Then the phase of the local oscillator is shifted via program control by a known
reference amount. After a delay to allow the phase shifter to settle the input DC
level is measured again. The difference between the two measurements is used to
calculate the calibration factor.

SUMMARY

The programmable nature and high computational power of the longitudinal
feedback system make possible a number of measurements and diagnostics in
addition to the correction signal computation. The above features allow the auto-
mation of a number of otherwise tedious and slow system setup and calibration
tasks. DSP-based feedback signal computation enables testing alternative feedback
algorithms such as IIR filters. We are just starting to develop new techniques that
take full advantage of the system’s flexible architecture.
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